A protective contribution of the Q allele of the R353Q polymorphism of the Factor VII gene in individuals with chronic stable angina?
Factor VII polymorphisms have been suggested in some studies to show an association with some aspects of coronary disease, and there is a known association between FVII levels and polymorphic variants in the gene. The aim of the study was to assess whether Factor VII polymorphism R353Q is associated with the extent of coronary artery disease in patients with chronic stable angina. There is evidence that Factor VII polymorphisms are markers of susceptibility to coronary artery disease (CAD), but two studies have suggested that there is no association between the degree of vessel disease and these polymorphisms. One of these studies did not exclude patients with unstable angina or MI. We therefore set up a prospective cohort study to determine Factor VIIa, VIIc and VIIAg levels, genotype for R353Q, lipid status, smoking history and the degree of vessel disease, in patients attending the hospital for routine day case angiography over a 20 month period. From 519 cases, 400 had no previous MI or revascularisation, including 153 with zero vessel disease, and were successfully genotyped: 9 (2%) QQ, 78 (20%) RQ and 313 (78%) RR. Compared with RR subjects, heterozygotes were 2.7 years older (95% CI: 0.3, 5.0; p=0.027), but were not significantly different regarding gender, cholesterol, extent of vessel disease or smoking history. If those with vessel disease were considered, then the heterozygotes were 3.5 years older than the RR homozygotes (95% CI: 0.6-6.4, p=0.016). There was a significant association between all measures of Factor VII and the R353Q polymorphism, with the Q allele associating with lower levels. There was no significant association between the degree of vessel disease and genotype. The degree of vessel disease as seen at day case angiography is independent of polymorphism status, but there appears nonetheless to be a moderate protective effect of the Q allele against stable angina, in that angiographic investigation occurs a few years later for RQ heterozygotes than RR homozygotes. The effect may be mediated by reduced levels of Factor VII.